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The Game of Spot It!



The Deck

• Each card has 8 different pictures.

• Any two cards you look at will have exactly one picture in
common.

• The goal is to be the quickest to identify what picture is in
common between two cards.
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• Each card has 8 different pictures.

• Any two cards you look at will have exactly one picture in
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• The goal is to be the quickest to identify what picture is in
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What’s in common?

(Say “Spot it!" once you know)



Investigating the Math Behind Spot It!





The Game of SET



The Deck

Color Number Shape Shade

Red 1 Oval Open

Green 2 Diamond Solid

Purple 3 Squiggle Half-shaded

How many cards are in the deck?
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Investigating the Math Behind SET





SET Geometry

• Think of each set card as a single point.

• Three cards form a set precisely when they
are collinear.
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SET Geometry

Which of the following configurations can you
build?



SET Geometry

Can you build any other interesting
configurations?

j



Spot It! Geometry

• Think of each picture as a point and each
card as a line.

• What are some things you notice about the
geometry of the deck of Spot It! cards?

• Suppose you are to build your own Spot It!
deck where each card has exactly three
pictures and between any two cards there is
exactly one picture in common.
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Spot It! Geometry

• What is the most interesting deck of cards
you can build if each card has three
pictures?

• Draw a geometric representation of the Spot
It! deck you built.
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Thank You!


